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EDITORIAL

OUR ANNUAL MESSAGE

It is time again to wish all of you a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year. It is the season of
joy, sharing, hope and renewal.

In this spirit, the Assyrian Foundation of America
invites you again to extend your care in supporting
efforts for the preservation of the Assyrian language
and culture.

Since the establishment of this Foundation,
substantial grants have been made to Assyrian
schools and institutions, have awarded scholar-
ships and financial aid to Assyrian students, and
provided financial assistance to Assyrians in need.

Recognizing the Foundation's achievements in
the fields of education and humanity during these
many years, increasing numbers of Assyrians have
given us active support and encouragement in our
task. We, truly and whole-heartedly, appreciate
that-It is one way to show how much they care. In
addition to these efforts, the Assyrian Foundation
has undertaken the task of printing the NINEVEH
Magazine, at considerable cost. We feel this is an
important educational and cultural contribution.
Also, this year we have been conducting Assyrian
language classes in our Cultural Center which have
proven to be very successful. A number of Assyrians
have learned to read and write our mother language.
This has been very rewarding to us in the attainment
of our goal of preserving our language.

It is our wish and prayer that this year as well you
will continue to share with us these efforts. May we
extend our sincere gratitude to you, our members
and supporters, for making these commitments a
reality.

***

Help us promote the Assyrians'
great culture

SUBSCRIBE TO NINEVEH
NOW!

DEDICATED TO THE
ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION

OF ASSYRIANS

PROMOTE

YOUR

CULTURE

BECOME

A MEMBER OF

THE ASSYRIAN

~-'OUNDATION

OF AMERICA
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Letters to the Editor!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Dear Mr. Michael: Dear Sargon:

I am a doctoral student in the Departments of
Geography and Nutrition at the University of Cali-
fornia at Davis. The theme of my Ph.D. dissertation
is Assyrian immigration and settlement in the
United States. I have already studied the Turlock
and Modesto Assyrian communities in some depth.
In the near future I hope to finish my work there and
begin on some of the broader aspects of Assyrian
immigration to the United States. It is with this
broader theme that I need your and your readers help.

I hope to gather some background information
on all the Assyrian communities in the United
States. This involves establishing their current
population, the date of their founding, who the first
families were, and information concerning the
number of Assyrian churches and clubs.
Information about the community in the Bay Area,
the Los Angeles area, Chicago, Flint, Gary,
Yonkers, Philadelphia, New Britain, and others
would be greatly appreciated. If you or your readers
elect to participate in this project, please write me at:

Gary N. Smith
Department of Geography
University of California
Davis, California 95616

Additionally, if any of your foreign readers wish to
provide information on the Assyrian communities
of Europe, the Middle East, and Australia, this
would also be greatly appreciated.

Many thanks for sending 3 copies of the Special
Issue of Ninevah dedicated for the memory of the
late Dr. David B. Perley with whom I have corre-
sponded during my capacity as an Editor.

I have passed the copies under question to
interested members of our Community. I personally
enjoyed reading the historical & educational
contents of your magazine, which I stress you must
keep them up. By separate post I am sending copies
of the Assyrian Observer for your perusal.

The announcement for the late David B. Perley's
Memorial Fund will be published in our next issue
which is under print.

With my best regards to you and members of your
organization.

Yours sincerely,
Andrious Mama J otyar, Editor
London, England

OPEN FORUM

Very truly yours,
Gary N. Smith, M.A.
Davis, Calif.

Dear Editor:

Though I am not Assyrian, when I read your
article" Assyrian Traditions ... , A Critical Stage" in
the May! June Issue, I was impresed by the quality
of thought that has contributed to mankind soundly
and creatively since the beginning of civilization.

In these modern times of individuality and
independence it is well for people of all back-
grounds to realize that each life is too brief to live in
urgent abandon, excluding the wisdom which has
come before and denying its responsibility to the
future.

When intact an electrical cord can carry a current
from its source to its purpose even over great dis-
tances, but a severed segment of cord has no charge
and is of little value.

Modern Assyrian people carry with them the
wisdom and vitality of the ages tempered and made
resilient by history's unrelenting challenges.

In these days there is a demand for spiritual
energy. I for one hope the connection to the source
of sacred principle remains vital and intact within
the spirit of each Assyrian.

Sarah Carlson

Dear Sirs:

I am sending you a contribution of one hundred
dollars for your Assyrian language classes in
memory of my brother Ephraim Paul. This money is
from a contribution donated by friends and rela-
tives of my brother at the time of his death. My
brother was always interested in the preservation of
the Assyrian language and heritage. We felt that he
would be pleased to know that he has made a
contribution to that cause.

I wish you the best of success in your language
classes and in your good work for our people.

Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Bato Elias
Turlock, Calif.
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'THE SHROUD OF TURIN
By Dr. Joel Elias

-Did the Assyrian Christians Preserve the Cloth
in which Jesus' Body was Wrapped

and which Bears a Photographic- Type Image of Him?

Impossible? Incredible? Unbelievable? Read on.
In 1357 the widow ofthe French knight Geoffrey

de Charny (who was killed in battle the previous
year) revealed one of his possessions to be a linen
cloth about 14 feet long and 3 feet wide with a faint
image of a man on it. There are really two full length
head-to-toe images of the man, one of his front side
and one of his back side-as ifhe had been placed on
the cloth on his back, then the cloth pulled around
over his head and down to his feet. He has marks on
both wrists and feet and a large mark on his right
side. It was considered by many to be the image of
Christ after the Crucifixion, but many attacked it as
a fraud or forgery. It eventually made its way to the
northern Italian city of Turin and has remained ever
since in the Cathedral there.

In 1898 a professional photographer was given
permission to take pictures of it for the first time. To
his amazement the image of the man on his
negatives was not vague and shadowy as negatives
are but much more lifelike and clear than the image
on the Shroud itself. In other words, the image on
the cloth was the equivalent of a photographic
negative and the image on the photographer's
negative plate was the lifelike photographic likeness.
In 1931 pictures were taken with much better equip-
ment-these negatives are of such superb quality
that one can make a detailed analysis of the figure
on the Shroud.

Dr. Robert Bucklin, a forensic pathologist, has
made a detailed medical analysis-an "autopsy"-
of the figure. He is about 5 feet 9 inches long, about
175 pounds, powerfully built, and between 30-40
years old. He has many wounds on his body. There
are seven distinct bruises on the face of the type
made by being struck there (Jesus was repeatedly
struck on the face before sentencing). His entire
head is covered with a large number of puncture
wounds of the scalp (this would indicate that the
crown of thorns was a cap rather than a ring as
shown in most paintings). From the shoulders down
there are between 90 to 120 marks about 1Y2 inches
long covering the back and back of the legs. Each
mark is dumbbell shaped and generally occur in
groups of three (a common Roman whip-the
flagrum-had three strings, each of which had a
dumbbel-shaped metal tip). There is a large square
bruise over the right shoulder which was made after
the whipping, because the whip marks in that area
have been widened and altered (this wound could

have been made by carrying a heavy cross). There
are heavy bruise marks on the kneecaps, indicating
the person fell heavily to his knees several times.
There is a hole in each wrist the size of a nail. Most
artists have shown the crucified Jesus with nails in
his palms. Crucifixion was used extensively by the
Romans for execution and they would have known
that a nail through the palm will not support a man's
weight on a cross-the flesh would tear-but a nail
through the wrist will. There is a hole the size of a
nail in each foot. A wound on the right side between
the 5th and 6th ribs is 1% inches long and 7/16 inch
high, the size one would expect from a spear wound.

It seems clear that we are dealing with a cruci-
fixion victim. The Romans killed many people by
crucifixion but in only one instance is it recorded
that they placed a crown of thorns on the victim-
Jesus Christ. Study of the figure by anatomists and
doctors shows it to be anatomically correct to the
finest detail-like a photograph. In 1357 when the
shroud publicly appeared in Europe there had been
no art anywhere that depicted human anatomy so
accurately.

But if the shroud is the burial cloth of Jesus how
and why did it suddenly appear in France in 1357?
Where was it before that? Our detective story con-
tinues with the recent work done by Dr. Max Frei, a
well known Swiss criminologist. Frei is an expert on
identifying microscopic-sized pollen grains and
determining which plants they come from. In 1973
he was allowed to remove some dust from the
Shroud and analyzed the pollen grains (these grains
can retain their characteristics for many thousands
of years). It was a tedious task but he made some
extremely important findings. Some of the grains on
the Shroud come from certain plants found only in
Palestine, others from plants found only in what is
today southern Turkey. This means that at some
time in its history the Shroud was exposed to the air
in those two regions. It would have to be before 1357
because it never left Europe after that time. Another
expert in textiles showed that bits of cotton that are
woven in with the linen fibers are characteristic of
cotton used in the Middle East 2,000 years ago.

A different line of evidence is found in the work of
art historian Ian Wilson. The likeness of the face on
the Shroud is unmistakably the same likeness that
has come down through history as being the human
appearance of Jesus. In tracing the portrayals of
Jesus back through time it was found that this same
likeness of Jesus was used centuries before the
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Shroud appeared in France in 1357. This likeness
can be traced back to the 6th century A.D. At that
point the trail ends. Before the 6th century pictures
of Christ show great variation in representing his
appearance. Careful analysis of the face on the
Shroud shows 15 different markings or features that
are peculiar or characteristic for it. Examination of
pre-fourteenth century Byzantine paintings shows
many of these characteristics as part of Jesus'
likeness. For example, a 10th century fresco of Jesus
shows 13 of the 15 features. It is as though
something happened at one given point in history-
the 6th century-that brought the likeness of Christ
into focus along the lines seen in the Shroud. Does
this mean that the Shroud was present in the Byzan-
tine world for some period before it appeared in
France? What was the sudden event that happened
in the 6th century? And where was it before the
6th century?

From A.D. 13 to 50 King Abgar V of the
Assyrians ruled in the city of Edessa. Abgar had an
incurable disease and, having heard of Jesus, had
corresponded with him to come to Edessa and cure
him. After Jesus' death the apostles sent "one of the
seventy," Addai, to Edessa. Certain writings declare
that he brought with him a mysterious "portrait" of
Christ. He cured Abgar of his disease and converted
him, along with others, to Christianity. In 57 A.D.
Abgar's second son Ma'nu VI succeeded to the
throne and began to persecute the Christians. At
that time the "portrait" disappeared and over the
next few centuries people's memories of it grew dim.
Meanwhile, the city became a great Christian center
of the eastern world.

In the year 525 A.D. the Christian Assyrian city of
Edessa was hit by a very severe flood that caused
great damage. The ancient walls of the city were
heavily damaged, including the west gate, and it was
decided to rebuild them. During the rebuilding of
the arch over the west gate a hollow space was found
that had been completely sealed over with stone. In
the space was found a cloth bearing an "image not
made by the hands of man. "The scholars of the time
identified it as the original portrait of Christ
brought to Abgar by Addai. It became one of the
most famous relics of Christianity. Emperor
Justinian of Constantinople built a beautiful shrine
for the cloth, the Cathedral of Hagia Sophia, in
Edessa. It would appear that during the persecu-
tions of Ma 'nu VI someone hid the cloth in the space
over the west gate and sealed it in order to prevent its
destruction. The person may have been killed
shortly after and took the secret with him. In any
case, its discovery shortly after 525 became recorded
as a specific historical event and the history of this
cloth can be followed until 1204 A.D. If this cloth is
the same as the Shroud of Turin two important facts
about the Shroud can be explained. Firstly, it would
explain the pollen data showing exposure to the air
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in both Palestine and southern Turkey. Secondly, it
would explain why, almost suddenly, the face of
Christ after the 6th century is portrayed in art as
resembling the likeness in the Shroud.

From 525 on the cloth was the most sacred relic of
the Christians in Edessa, attracting vast numbers of
pilgrims to the city. In 943 the Byzantine Emperor
Romanus decided that he wanted this most holy of
relics in Constantinople. He sent an army under his
most able general, John Curcuas, to fight through
hundreds of miles of Moslem territory to Edessa.
They arrived at Edessa and made known their
strange demand. They would pay the city 12,000
silver crowns, release 200 high ranking Moslem
prisoners, and spare the city for just one thing-the
cloth with the portrait of Christ "not made by
human hands." The Christians of Edessa were in
great turmoil and resisted the demands to give up
the relic but in the end they were forced to. In 944 the
cloth arrived with great ceremony in
Constantinople with multitudes of people weeping
for joy at its sight. The "image of Edessa" remained
in Constantinople for over 250 years.
Representations of the figure in Byzantine art after
its arrival in Constantinople are remarkably like
that of the figure in the Shroud of Turin.

In 1204 A.D. the crusaders of the Fourth
Crusade, which included many French soldiers,
attacked Constantinople and robbed it of much of
its treasure. The cloth bearing the image of Christ
disappeared. If this cloth was the same as the
Shroud of Turin what happened to it from 1204
until it appeared in France in 1357 in the possession'
of the deCharny family? One theory for which there
is a certain amount of evidence is that it was taken
over by a powerful and highly secret order of
knights known as the Knights Templars who were in
Constantinople at the time. Their meetings were
very secret and it was said that they worshipped a
strange portrait of a man's head. Inany case, in 1314
one of the highest officials of the Knights Templars,
Geoffrey deCharny, was burned at the stake in Paris
for heresy. In 1357 the widow of another Geoffrey
deCharny, probably a close relative of the first one,
revealed what we know of today as the Shroud of
Turin in her possession.

The Shroud and its history would be of only
limited interest were it not for the scientific studies
that have been made on it in the last ten years. The
most fascinating information has come from recent
studies by scientists using advanced technology
including those developed for the U.S. space
program. A team of about 40 scientists from such
advanced centers as the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, the U.S. Air Force Weapons Laboratory,
and others have used highly sophisticated methods



such as X-ray fluorescence, photographic computer
analysis and image enhancement to analyze the
Shroud. The results have been startling and we are
assured that many are not yet published. Most of the
scientists thought that they would prove quickly
that it was a forgery, but are now convinced that the
burden of proof is now on those who believe the
Shroud is a fake.

The studies appear to show conclusively that the
figure on the Shroud was not painted, that it was not
drawn by a human hand. For example, the color is
found only on the surface of the cloth fibers-it does
not penetrate through them as it would if paint or
stain were used. Computer analysis of the lines in
the image showed that they had no directionality. If
they had been painted then in each brush stroke the
points would have shown a direction. But the most
startling discovery of all, and the one that remains
the greatest mystery, is that the image appears to
have been created from a distance and not by a
direct contact of the body with the cloth. All the
scientific evidence points to the theory that a burst
of energy from the body scorched the cloth, as if a
brief flash of radiation came from all parts of the
body and projected its image onto the cloth. The
studies providing this evidence are based on the law
of physics that the intensity of radiation rapidly
diminishes as it leaves its source. Thus, radiation
coming from the nose pressed directly against the
front of the cloth would produce a darker scorch
than radiation coming from the ear set back a few
inches. Analysis of the lines making up the image on
the Shroud exactly fit with this concept of its
formation. No photograph or painting would. What
does this mean? How could a dead body produce a
burst of radiation? The scientific studies have
answered some questions but have also brought the
mystery of the Shroud to a much deeper level. No
known natural phenomena can explain its new
mysteries.

In the next few months many of the results of the
recent scientific experiments on the Shroud will be
appearing in print. One of the most important will
be the attempt to determine the age of the Shroud by
the standard method of radioactive carbon analysis.
If the Shroud can be dated to the time of Jesus then
it must be the same as the cloth preserved for the
human race by the Assyrians of Edessa. First they
prevented its destruction in 57 A. D. by the pagan
king Ma'nu by hiding it in a wall and sealing it. Then
they preserved it for over 400 years, from 525 to 944,
when they were forced to give it up to an over-
whelming military force which was besieging them
only for the purpose of acquiring it. Any references
to the "portrait of Jesus" in the writings of the
Assyrians in Edessa now take on a new significance
and historians are looking at these ancient writings

for such material. We can look forward to the
possibility of exciting new findings in this whole
story.

For those who wish to know more about the
subject the book "The Shroud of Turin" by Ian
Wilson (1978) is excellent. Also, they is a recent film
which has won number of awards at international
film festivals as best documentary-"The Silent
Witness." The movie critic of the San Francisco
Chronicle described it as "an exquisitely photo-
graphed, meticulously researched documentary on
one of the world's greatest mysteries."

***

ANNOUNCING
THE DAVID B. PERLEY

MEMORIAL ASSYRIAN FUND

SEND YOUR
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
CONTRIBUTION TO

THE CENTER FOR
MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES

1737 Cambridge Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Checks 10 be made out 10:

CMES, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
FOR THE DA VID B. PERLEY

MEMORIAL ASSYRIAN FUND

The monies/rom thisfund will
be used to subsidize the
publication ofscholarly books
or monographs in the English
language about the Assyrians
since the Seventeenth Century.
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION

by Julius N. Shabbas

I. Through most of its history, Mesopotamia (Bet
Nahrain) has been divided into two cultural
regions, the North and the South, the dividing
line being the place where the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers come closest together near
Baghdad. After Baghdad, they diverge again and
do not mingle their waters until they reach
Qurnah, 60 miles north of Basrah, to form the
Shatt-el-Arab. In antiquity, however, this wide
majestic river did not exist, since the Tigris and
Euphrates ran separately into the sea. Thus,
geologically, the south is younger. It was an arm
of the sea until the Pleistocene* age, when it
began to be filled with silts brought down from
the northern and eastern mountains by the luvial
plain, at first very marshy, then gradually drying
out as more silt was deposited and the delta
pushed farther south. The north reached approx.
its present confrontation in Pliocene times.

2. The Assyrians gained control over Mesopotamia
in the 13th century. They dwelled in the upper
Tigris region at the very dawn of history and an
inscribed tablet of the 18th century BiC. lists the
names of no less than 107 Assyrian kings. In all,
from the earliest times to the downfall of the
Assyrian Empire in 612 B.c., 116 kings
successively occupied the throne of Ashur.

3. About 1910 Mar Elia, Bishop of Al Qosh (1950)
in North-eastern Iraq saw a manuscript at
Mardin dated A.D. 376 which stated that the
present Assyrians originated in the Mosul area
of Northern Mesopotamia (Betnahrain) and
moved north into the Hakkiari mountains of
southeastern Anotolia and northeast into Iran
- Lake Urmia about the time of Christ.

4. The Assyrian treasures of the British Museum
contain a translation of the gospels into Chinese,
made by the missionaries of the Church of the
East and Assyrians more than twelve centuries
ago. The Chinese version is a Harmony of the
Gospels such as that which was provided by
Tatian the Assyrian, about the year 150 A. D.
Tatian's work called Diatessaron in Greek, and
M'khaltoya in Assyrian contains the four books
of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John; the Book of
the Acts, the epistles of St. Paul, and part of the
Hebrews. The missionaries of the Church of the
East and Assyrians went to China in the year 631

*Pleistocene: Geographical period corresponding to the last
great Ice Age. Estimates based on potassium-argon dating place
the beginning of this period between 3.5 and 1.5 million years
ago. It ended With the retreat of the last glaciers in Europe
C.S300 B.C.
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as evidenced and commorated in the famous
speaking stone of Sinan-Fu. The missionaries
whose advent is recorded on the Stone of
SinanFu were Assyrian and their names are
carved in Assyriac letters on the imperial
proclamation which forms the substance of this
famous Stone. Also recorded on this Speaking
Stone are the activities of these Assyrian
missionaries: preaching their Luminous
Doctrine, built churches, and translated their
sacred books.

,
Fll"lrl xtuscum of :'\':IoI"r"I 1I.d" •.•.

A ChalJean Christian BriJe Wears Her
Dowry of Coins

Fourteen vcars old, she lives in a small villaJ,:" north of
Mosul. Note the cross and nose ring. Girls of this village
arc famous for their beauty. They marry young and bear
children early.



NAMES OF THE MAIN CLASSES OF
ASSYRIO-BABYLONIAN PRIESTS

by Julius N. Shabbas

With a few exceptions, it was custom for the
priesthood to become hereditary, and for the
special knowledge of the various priestly
functions to be transmitted from father to son.
The course of training for the priesthood was
long and comprehensive. The mere learning of
the complicated system of cuneiform writing,
and the mastery of Assyrian as the sacred
language of the rituals, was by itself a heavy task.
The temple singers and instrumentalists
underwent a three-year course of training, and
the higher grades of priests needed a much longer
period of instruction.
Under the powerful Assyrian kings, the influence
of the priesthood was strictly limited to its
proper sphere, while in Babylon, owing to the
pre-eminent place which that city held as a
religious capital of Mesopotamia, even after its
political importance had declined, the
priesthood always exercised great power. There
was, however, one prerogative which the kings of
Assyria and Babylonia never surrendered,
namely, the right to appoint their own nominees
to the higher priestly offices, a right which was
often exercised in favor of their own relatives.
For instance, Ashurbanipal appointed his two
younger brothers as chief priests of Ashur and
Sin respectively, while it was not uncommon for
the king's daughter to be appoint 'lady of the
house,' that is, chief priestess.
The New Year Festival took place in spring in the
month of Nisan (April). Originally, a nature
festival, expressing nature's grief at the death of
all growing things and her joy at their rebirth,
i.e .. blooming of plants, flowers. trees, etc. The
New Year Festival lasted for twelve days. On the
fifth day. a lamb was slaughtered as an offering.
This practice of sacrifice is prevailing today
among the Assyrians. in memory of a devoted
family member. a returning son from far away,
etc.

1. The Kalu Priests
This class of priests concerned itself with the
music of the temple, and their function was to
calm the heart of the god by the chanting of
hymns and liturgies to the accompaniment of
musical instruments, the most important of
which was the lilissu-drum. They are frequently
mentioned as taking part in the ceremonies of the
New Year Festival.

2. Mashmashu and Ashipu Priests
This class concerned itself with the belief in evil
spirits and their activities, and their function was
to protect the individual from the malice of evil
spirits by the performance of rituals and the
recital of incantations. A pregnant woman was
specially exposed to the attacks of evil spirits,
and for protection she would call in the Ashipu
who met her need by a ritual of tying sacred
knots and reciting appropriate spells. Various
forms of common diseases were regarded as due
to the activities of evil spirits, and to counteract
these, the Ashipu was called in to perform the
rituals and recite the incantations which would
deliver the sufferer from the power of the evil
spirits. The Mashmashu did however have tasks
to perform in the regular running of the tempie,
and it was he who performed the purification
rites before the temple rituals.

3. Baru Priests
The great science of omen-interpretation
required its own technologists. These were the
Baru priests (seer, observers). Their influence on
affairs of state could be enormous, for in their
hands was the interpretation of the signs when
the king brought a problem of statecraft before
them. He accompanied the king on campaigns
and gave decisions concerning favorable days for
beginning of enterprise. The ordering of the
calendar, observation of the new moon and of
the planets, and indication of lucky and unlucky
days.

4. The priesthood was not confined to men,
but women formed part of the staff of the great

temples. It was considered an honor to belong to
the order of priesthood. and we hear of several
kings who dedicated their daughters to the
priestly calling. The Code of Hammurabi lays
down rules for their behavior and defines their
civil rights. Some of them lived in a special abode
or cloister. but in general they were free to move
about in society. Their Assyrian name, qadistu,
corresponds to the present Assyrian qadishta.
The temple of Ishtar contained a large staff of
such women, who were known by the special
name ishtaritu.

***
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History's First Pages
Picture-Writings B~ildBridge-f0-Onderstanding

ByFREDTAMIMI
BAGHDAD, Iraq' - The Museum of

Iraq, built on a spacious park-like site
in the middle of Baghdad, is a beauty
to visit. It contains in its vaults and
galleries probably the oldest relics in
the world. Every antique and artifact
is properly classified and chronologi-
cally arranged. Some I could date
realistically.

Picture-writings found on the seals
of ancient rulers, for instance, are no
less than 15,000years old. They are
indeed the precursors of all modes of
writings, and the first pages of the
ancient history of this, the most an-
cient land in the world, and indeed, of
mankind.

The Iraqi Museum is the youngest
in the world. But it is the oldest in its
material contents. Ancient Iraq is
surely the greatest treasure house of
archaeology. Shafts driven on the
ruined mounds of Nineveh more than
90 feet deep show traces of ancient
civilization, indicating there is no
limit to the archaeological material
that stiIl remains to be exca vated
from the bossom of the earth.

IN MY SEARCH FOR the missing
links of civilization, my next- mission
will be to visit the Yucatan, and the
Museum of Mexico. The purpose is to
study, first-hand, the ancient picture-
writings and the glyphs of Maya and
Aztecs, and to compare them, and
their translations, with those found in
Asyria, ancient Iraq. The decipher-
ment of these ancient texts is the most
important source of our knowledge of
the ancient cultures which created
them.

The efforts of almost all Assyriolo-
gists have been limited to this day to
the study of cuneiform writings. In
my field of study I have included be-
side the cuneiform, other major
modes of writings such as picture-
writing, hieroglyphic-pictographic
and the early alphabetic writings.

Picture- writing, so far a neglected
field, has never been understood or
taught in any university. It is the
ancestor of all other modes of writ-
ings and the very ultimate origin of
the principle of writing. Such queer.
looking animals as the' winged l;t;lI"
of Assyria. the ferocious crocodile

with the horns of a ram and feathers
on its head, often seen on the walls of
Egyptian temples; the Brama bull
with the trunk of an elephant found on
the seals from Indus Valley, or the
feathered serpent depicted on the
walls of the Maya temples in Mexico,
were certainly no objects of worship,
and certainly did not exist in nature.

For they are indeed syllables repre-
sented by pictures of birds, animals,

Bee Photo

Fred Tamimi

plants and insects etc., or parts of
these creatures found in nature se-
lected by the artist-scribe and
ingeniously put together to write the
name and title of his god king.

WITHOUT AN UNDERSTANDING
of picture-writings, therefore, no
scholar can understand the full mean-
ing. or be able to decipher the other
modes of writings. The decipherment
of picture-writings leads us one giant
step forward into the remote past by
several millennia - to the end of the

protoliterate period - much farther
than has ever been traveled through
the decipherment of the later modes
of writings, such as hieroglyphs, pic-
tographs or the cuneiform writings.

Indeed, it is in the language of the
picture-writings that we are able to
find the original com mom language of .
the human race. No better key is there
to the origin of a people than that of
their language.

Therefore. in any investigation that
is connected with the historical back-
ground ofany nation, no other science
can be compared with, or is as impor-
tant as, the reading of picture-writ-
ings and understanding the language
in which they are written.

THE COMPARISON OF picture-
writings and the glyphs of Maya from
which they have descended, with
those found in Iraq reveal that these
widely separated civilizations had
more than "cultural similarities."
The linguistic links I have found show
direct contacts between all ancient
civilizations and Assyria, including
even such far-flung civilizations as
those of the Maya and Inca of Western
civilization.

'!'he study of Assyriology, when
applied to Mayology, shows that the
Mayans developed their glyphs from
the same "picture-words" used by the
Assyrians. While the Assyrians devel-
oped other modes of writings from the
pictures, such 4\s hieroglyphs, picto-
graphs, cuneiform and the 22-letter
alphabet, the Maya, on the other
hand, continued to refine their glyphs
to a highly advanced level to the very
end of their empire.

THROUGH A LIFE-LONG study of
my native language of Assyrian, I am
convinced that the Assyrians of Iraq
have preserved their language for
millennia in a relatively pure form.
and that this language has come down
to modern time through a succession
of all modes of writings. from picture-
writings to the alphabetic. in an un-
broken chain of several thousand
years.
- The accepted historical view of
Assyria as a civilization which fli-
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ckered and died represents a major
and fundamental blunder in scholar-
ship.

I believe it has been the direct result
of non-Assyrian historians and lin-
guists ignoring the fact that the mod-
em Assyrian spoken today can be
traced directly to the earliest alpha-
betic writings. cuneiform. picto-
graphs, hieroglyphs and beyond into
the picture-writings that are dated
several thousand years B.C.

Today there are literally thousands
of undeciphered texts of clay and
stone preserved in museums through-
out the world. Countless others lie
hidden in the still to be discovered
ruined cities of past cfvilizations. The
decipherment of this enormous trea-
sure-house of scientific and historical
material is fundamental to our under-
standing of the history and origin of
the human race.

WHILE THE CONTRIBUTIONS of
men and women in archaeological
discoveries during the past several
centuries have been great, the deci-
phermeat of the ancient records on
the other hand, is lagging behind by
several centuries. I believe, however.
in their failure to recognize the signif-
icance of the modern Assyrian lan-
guage, these western scholars have
denied themselves a valuable tool in
their research efforts.

Perhaps they have failed to recog-
nize the very key to their understand-
ing of the past.

Finally. as a personal observation
growing out of my trip to Iraq. I
should like to comment on the climate
for understanding. The work of the
scholar. the scientist. the student
thrives on access. on exchange. on
universality. It flowers only in a world
at peace to yield the fruit of wisdom
and understanding.

I believe that those who pursue this
work, especially those of us who have
roots in other cultures, could help to
build a bridge of understanding
among nations, a bridge so strong it
would withstand the weight of politi-
cal and cultural differences. I would
like to see our country make more use
of these bridge-builders in the cause
of world peace and understanding.

A 'Reincarnation'
In Land Of Eden

Fred Tamimi, the founder of the Tamimi Assyriology Research
Foundation in Turlock. has spent almost every spare moment
since 1925tracing the origin and culture of the Assyrian people
going back to the beginnings of civilization. .

He and his wife Mary recently returned from a trip to Baghd~d
at the invitation of the Iraqi Ministry of Culture and Arts. HIS
work and findings are known in Iraq through his frequent contrr-
but ions to the Baghdad Observer.

For Tamimi, however. the trip to Baghdad was more than a
mission of research. It was a homecoming.

He grew up in Baghdad and received his early education there.
He found it to be still the bustling hub of Iraq, yet now undergoing
great change:

"With the exception of the changeless rivers and the palm
trees, everything in this fast-progressing country has changed.
Where there once were but tracks in the desert, today one drives
over paved three-lane highways. Along the city streets new.build-
ings, modern in every respect, are rising into the. sky, while the
demolition of old buildings all around them contmues non-stop.
Soon a new Baghdad will be emerging on the very foundation of
Eden. the land of Sinar - the holy land where mankind was cre-
ated.

"I saw no evidence of unemployment in Iraq. The jobs are look-
ing for the men. not the men for the jobs. and many are working
at more than one. The country is thriving. Medical care IS free
and so is education. including higher education.

"These were my impressions of Baghdad. a city which I had
left 46 years ago. Now I was roaming its streets, crossin~ and
recrossing the mighty rivers of antiquity, the ~ldest rivers I~ the
recorded history of man. Baghdad was changing, but the Tlg:ls
and Euphrates. in which I swam half a century ago, came to hfe
in my memory. Indeed, I felt as if I was reincarnated."

As a guest of the government, Tamimi was given full access to
the Baghdad Museum and the new Museum of Iraq. and accor,n-
modated with opportunities to consult With the curator~ and hl~-
torical specialists in his field during the two-week period of his
study. In 1971he had enjoyed similar privileges in Iran as the
guest of the governme~t. On.that occa~ion he was able to open up
beneficial commumcation Withthe University of Tehran.

On the return trip from Iraq, Tamimi also was able to supple-
ment his research with a week at The Louvre in Paris, a week at
the British Museum in London and several days at the University
of Chicago Oriental Museum.

Now busy reviewing and compiling the material he gathered on
the trip to Iraq. Tarnirni also is preparing for his next trip. th!s
time to the Yucatan and the Museum of MeXICOto pursue his
study of the ancient picture-writ ings and glyphs of the Maya and
Aztec civilizations.

Tamini anticipates that publication of his work will require 10
volumes, eight of which have been prepared. He is hoping to
bring out the completed work under the auspices of the non-profit
Assyriology Research Foundation.
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SHOP

Grand Opening
1419 Burlingame Ave.

Burlingame, CA
692-2711
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The joys of this Holy Christmas Season
have diminished, for our mourning and
grieving hearts are saddened by the
irreplaceable loss of our distinguished,
illustrious member, Dr. David B. Perley,
who passed away July 14, 1979.

Dr. Perley's achievements during his
lifetime were an intellectual passion
motivated by love and devotion in the
service of his Assyrian nation, whether
literary or organizational.

With due respect and honor to his
memory,
The Members of The Assyrian American

Educational Association, Inc.
extend their gratitude to all who have
mailed expressions of sympathy to the news,
to television and through radio
announcements, and for the special
memorial issues of

"Nineveh"
Sargon R. Michael, Editor
1920 San Pablo Avenue
Berkeley, California 94702

July - August Edition

"The Assyrian Quest"
Sanchiro Bet Ashur. Editor
P.O. Box 181S
Chicago, Illinois 60690

August Edition

THE DAVID B. PERLEY
MEMORIAL ASSYRIAN FUND

A memorial to the late David B. Perley, an active
and devoted member of the Assyrian community, has

. been created. It is to be called the David B. Perley
Memorial Assyrian Fund. The monies from this Fund
will be used to subsidize the publication of scholarly
books or monographs in the English language about
the Assyrians since the seventeenth century.

Tax deductible contributions may be sent to the
Center for Middle Eastern Studies, 1737 Cambridge
St., Cambridge, Mass. 02138. Checks should be made
out to CMES, Harvard University for the David B.
Perley Memorial Assyrian Fund.

Eden Naby
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DESIGN

ARCHITECTURE

• New homes

• Additions

• Remodeli ng

• A ny related arch itectu ra I
services

For a free estimate call:

J. Amirkhas
TEL: 333-2200

******SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR
ASSYRIANS******

r-----------------~I I

: NASELARIS :
; & SONS ;
I I

: Electrical :
: Contractors :
I I
I Residential I
; Lighting:
I I
I Phone: I
: 566-8692 I
I I
I 101 Parnassus I
: San Francisco, Ca 94117 :
I I
1 -------------

Cou rtney Produce
ccccoccccccoccccccc

910 Cole Street
Telephone: 731-9962 or 626-1850

Specializing in Fresh Vegetables &

carries all the varieties of heal th

For you r convenience we serve you in two locations

910 Cole Street
San Francisco, Ca
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Food

lOlA Castro St
San Francisco, Ca
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REAL ESTATE
'."""'~,,---

103 WEST PORTAL AVE. • SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94127

Looking for a home?
Selling your property?

For all your Real Estate needs
call

DAN DEKELAITA
Realtor Associate

Office (415) 661-9600
Residence (415) 585-1643

For honest and dependable service.

908 Paris street - San Francisco
California, 94112

......................................................- .
Telephone: (415) 585 - 2205......................................................

• IMPORT - EXPORT

• Vending Machines & Supplies

• Stamp Machines

• Assyrian Pastries & Foods

• General Grocery Supplies
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• En I'Honneur de NORMartyrs
(A.syro ' Chaldeen 1938 Imp. Athra Beyrouth)

• L'Exemple de Nos Ancetres
(Assyro ' Chaldeen 19.0 Imp, Athra Beyrouth)

• Crimes et Atrocites
(Fran~ais 19.2 Imp, Le Jour Beyrouth)

• Droit des Assyriens SUr I'Asli.l.1nce- Allie
(Fran~ais 1!H3 imp, Jeanne d'Arc Beyrouth)
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